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LTN remains loyal to BVB and Krone
Another order for six trailers

Werlte, in Dezember 2020 – The transport company LTN has now picked up two Coil Liners and four
Mega Liners in Werlte. Two Mega Liners with BVB-09 look were particularly eye-catching. Managing
Partner Marco Niedenführ explained: "LTN's main location is Dortmund and we in the family and a large
part of our employees are really crazy about football. As passionate BVB fans, we also want to
communicate this clearly to the outside world with our fleet."
In addition to the four Mega Liners, LTN now also uses two new Coil Liners for steel transport, which is
one of LTN's main areas of focus alongside beverage and food logistics. "All 25 trailers that we
currently use in our fleet come from Krone. Over the past 16 years, LTN has grown rapidly from a one-
man operation to a company with 160 employees and ten locations. But our philosophy remains
unchanged: we want to offer all our customers the best possible full service. The quality we find at
Krone fits this perfectly. This applies not only to the vehicles, but also to the complete package that
Krone offers, such as Krone Telematics or the FairCare service offers. Such solutions provide enormous
support in cost management, for example," Marco Niedenführ emphasised.
On behalf of the Krone team, Managing Director Dr Frank Albers and Regional Sales Manager Mario
Lindel expressed their thanks for the renewed order. "Customer requests are top priority at LTN and
are handled cleanly, punctually and with unconditional commitment. It's no different at Krone, so the
two family-owned companies also fit together well in terms of mentality. In any case, we are very
pleased that we were once again able to manufacture six trailers for LTN. We would also like to thank
MAN for their great and professional support in designing the trailer curtains. This way, the entire
combination, including the MAN tractor unit, looks like a visually appealing unit.
 
About LTN:
LTN GmbH was founded in 2004 as a one-man business by Marco Niederführ in Lünen (NRW). LTN now
employs around 160 people at ten locations. LTN specialises in full-service logistics in the beverage,
food and steel sectors. The fleet comprises 110 vehicles.
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If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.:
SIMON RICHENHAGEN
Phone +49 5951 209-8216 · E-mail: simon.richenhagen@krone.de
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